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Backgrounds

• A research project financed by the Swedish Energy Agency (2020-2022), 
”Sustainable Welfare for a New Generation of Social Policy”

• Data collected through the first step of the project, 11 deliberative citizen 
forums on sustainable needs satisfaction 

• A paper to be published in a special issue ”Post-neoliberal economics”, for a 
journal Real-World Economics Review”

• Project participants and authors: Max Koch, Johanna Alkan Olsson and 
Jayeon Lindellee (all Lund University in Sweden)



Aim of the paper

• Are there any signs of the end of the neoliberal hegemony? Are there 
visions for a future within environmental limits and beyond the growth 
imperative?

• Theoretically, building upon Marx and Bourdieu, we reconstruct the 
ideological impact that capitalism, in general, and neoliberalism, in 
particular, has on the ways we think, feel and make sense of our 
environmental and social context. 

• Empirically, we analyse qualitative data from deliberative citizen forums on 
needs satisfaction that we carried out in 2020 in Sweden and identify 
several principles for transformation towards a post-growth and post-
neoliberal society.



Deliberative forums on sustainable needs 
satisfaction

• Sweden, Spring – early Autumn 2020
• Total 84 participants, predominantly via digital meetings
• A venue for creating alternative ideas for needs satisfaction that are 

ecologically and socially sustainable, collecting policy proposals
• Max-Neef’s Human Scale Development methodology and the ’needs-

matrix’, focusing on nine fundamental human needs
• Focus on four policy areas: housing, transport, food and work
• Data consisting of matrices, meeting notes and video files 



Forum nr (nr.participants) Group/individual participants Physical/digital Occupations represented Residing in..

Forum 1 (6) Community organisation for people without 

employment

In person Freelancer, activist, actor, journalist Large city

Forum 2 (5) NGO working with nature conservation Zoom Artist, teacher, activist, civil servant, 

retiree 

Large university city

Forum 3 (5) Local organisation – Fridays For Future Zoom Gardener, nurse, artist, teacher Small city

Forum 4 (6) Community organisation working with a local 

grocery store 

Zoom Teacher, outdoor pedagogue, gardener, 

midwife, biologist

Countryside 

Forum 5 (6) Social enterprise working with migrant women In person Large city

Forum 6 (4) Open forum in English Zoom Landscape architect, artist, municipal 

civil servant, researcher, administrator

Forum 7 (13) Open forum in two evening sessions Zoom Retiree, business owner, teacher, social 

worker, local politician, professor, 

philanthropy 

Mostly large city

Forum 8 (5) Open forum Zoom Researcher, politician, activist, 

entrepreneur 

Mostly large city

Forum 9 (8) Open forum in English Zoom Personal assistant, student, activist, 

teacher, business owner

Mostly large city

Forum 10 (18) Teenagers in community education program In person Students aged 13-18 years old Large city

Forum 11 (8) People engaged in a local climate contract In person Municipal civil servant, business owner, Mid-size city
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Imagining a post-neoliberal and postgrowth 
economics and society 

• Questioning the growth imperative

• Calls for the sufficiency principle

• Decommodification

• Revitalizing communities and democracy 

(Introduced and illustrated by quotes from the forums & 
”positive” needs-satisfiers)



Questioning the growth imperative

“We need to distinguish abstract, economic interests from our actual 
needs and balance the profit-making activities with local needs.”

“We need protection against the brutal growth-fixated society, its 
hysterical consumption culture, exploitation of materials and resources, 
do-not-look-back mentality, and the message that you are not enough 
as who you are now, but you need to become something else - all of 
which leading to a brain-washing effect for many of us.”

Locally organized units for production and distribution of goods and 
services, local currency or voucher



Calls for the sufficiency principle

“We have to change the idea that everyone has to be high-performing in all 
aspects. We have to slow down. Everyone, with the capacity that today is 
perceived to be deviant, should rather be the standard that we work together 
with.”

“We live in a capitalist society where there is no limit to our growing wants. 
We need to take breaks to have time to reflect on what our actual needs 
are.”

Advertisement-free zones, maximum income, learning to be idle, reduced 
working hours/days, non-monetary compensation for productivity 
gains/performances, limiting use of electricity and living space 



Decommodification
“We rely on purchased services rather than on interpersonal relations that 
could be in support for ourselves…We stop interacting with each other when 
we can buy transactions that we need for our survival. My affluence isolates 
me! We are very much dependent on technologies, institutions, and the 
market - but not so much on other people.”

“There is a very strong paradigm and norms revolving around wage-labour
and career, which can be an obstacle for many people to be integrated, to 
participate, to feel secure and to act in democratic ways in our society. 
Introducing basic income requires shifts in our mentality.”

Local infrastructure for social support and sharing economy, basic income, 
basic services, non-commercial, communal meeting spaces



Revitalizing communities and democracy 
“We’ve been indoctrinated that the society always becomes better, that 
economic growth is important, and that it is important that we survive and 
outperform others in the global competition. But what we need is more 
collective actions and being a part of meaningful communities, not more 
individualism and self-realization. We need good institutions, but also people 
near us that could support each other, breaking up with anonymity and 
isolation.”

“Ever intensifying power and wealth concentration that a minority owns most 
of our resources and wealth - it challenges democracy. A more democratic 
society means less difference between individuals.”

Sabbatical year for community engagement, life-long learning opportunity for 
all of civic identity, of democracy, long-term funding for community initiatives, 
participatory budgeting



Concluding…
• Neoliberal doxa (an undisputable point of view) reigning the ways in which 

we think about economic categories and social relations of capitalism is 
being challenged.

• Forum participants questioned some of the most deep-seated imperatives 
and norms of contemporary economy and society, especially regarding 
critical issues such as space use, labour market-generated inequalities, 
societal norms regarding upward mobility, individual career ideas or 
concepts of happiness.

• We therefore observe ruptures of the seemingly natural, unchangeable and 
unquestioned links between social structures, habitus and practice.

• With considerable overlap to academic debates on the topic, our forum 
discussants addressed a range of parallel and intertwined crises (social, 
environmental and political) dimensions as they manifest in day-to-day life.



• https://sustainablewelfare.blogg.lu.se/ (for updates on our survey 
study and policy forums 2022)

• Our project on the LU’s research portal (for related publications)

Thanks for listening!

https://sustainablewelfare.blogg.lu.se/
https://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/projects/sustainable-welfare-for-a-new-generation-of-social-policy(f2a50260-ce22-4ab4-956a-99d239a335db).html

